
REVIEWS 
Knitting while sleeping - BATS Theatre, Wellington 
February 2016 
 
Art Murmurs Brooke Matherly 

‘As an audience member walking into Knitting While Sleeping, you are faced with an important choice. Do you join 
in, or do you spectate? Joining in means being immersed in the dance experience. It’s certainly an exciting option 
not often offered to dance audiences. Choosing to participate brings you close to the dancers who will interact with 
you regularly as you become a part of the performance. However, it is difficult from the ground to see the piece as 
it occurs. By choosing this option you will miss out on parts of the show as you cannot initially stand up. This is also 
not the right choice for allergy sufferers as you will be coated in feathers. But after you’ve made a choice on the 
experience that best suits you, from a pure spectator or active participant perspective, you’ll be immersed and 
caught up in a beautiful world of peaceful chaos. 

The choreography style draws heavily on the works of Pina Bausch. Bausch is known for her complex settings and 
for giving her dancers a sense of autonomy whilst encouraging them to lose control. Large parts of her Café Muller 
piece required the dancers to close their eyes and perform the choreography through a set of chairs and tables. Her 
show Rite of Spring had the dancers moving through a stage full of dirt. Understanding this influence in the piece 
helps to see how excellently incorporated Bausch’s influence was in Knitting While Sleeping. 

Throughout the piece dancers alternately swirl and writhe through a dreamscape of delicate feathers. The feathers 
highlight every move. They create flurries of floating movement and show big, swirling patterns on the floor as the 
dancers push and slide through them. Despite the delicate feathers, the movement itself is rarely light. The 
dancers struggle and jerk through the space with energy. It draws a fine line between moving with purpose and 
losing control. As an audience member on the floor, I felt nurtured by the dancers. They didn’t fight the audience 
at all. If someone laughed, they joined. We were never silenced, never threatened, just led through the experience 
perfectly capable of responding in our own ways. It’s sometimes hard to feel comfortable as an audience member 
onstage when there’s also an audience watching you. Knitting While Sleeping walked a comfortable line of moments 
of interaction and moments of allowing us to quietly spectate. 

This is the show for anyone who’s been too nervous to go to see modern dance. It offers a variety of audience 
experiences all of which give you a fascinating look at an emotional, impressively physical world.’  

 
Wellington Reviews 

‘The Fringe Festival tends to offer some weird options which turn out to be either awful or awesome. Knitting 
While Sleeping is of the latter variety. Warning: contains audience participation. I was anxious before the 
show started. I hate audience participation. Please, please, don't pick me. They didn't. Then I was anxious 
for the people on stage - would the dancers step on them?  It seemed a little like you and your friends got 
drunk and decided to dance, while having a pillow fight. Except that, unlike you and your friends, they can 
dance, in unison. Feathers fell like snow. Dancers birthed from each other then intertwined like jealous 
lovers. Finally the pressure is too much and one dancer has a complete mental breakdown on stage. There is 
also a chicken. From anxiety to hysterics of laughter to thoughts of "what the hell will they do next?" this 
performance piece takes you through everything. It's only got a short season so go see it while you can.’  

REVIEWS 
Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again.’ by Alice Birch – Old 505 Theatre, Sydney 
May 2018 
The Buzz From Sydney Sylvia Keays 

‘Ploughing through – powerful, strong, alive and intense – this play takes the audience on a steadfast and 
unpredictable journey. You will not know exactly where you are going, but sense that this theatrical experience will 
be a most memorable one. Broken up into four acts – each act completely different from the last – in style and 
scenario. Each scene is identified by an abstract title, such as “Revolutionize the language (invert it)”, or 
“Revolutionize the world (don’t reproduce)” and “Revolutionize the body (stop eating).”’ 

‘The stage directions in the script express: ‘most importantly, this play should not be well behaved.’ And this 
production is indeed far from being well behaved – it’s thrilling to witness and extraordinarily delivered. The acting 
is truly superb. All of the actors in this piece are beyond committed, fearless and captivating, this is one of the 
most exciting and alive pieces of theatre that I have had the opportunity to see in some time.’ 

http://www.theatreview.org.nz/reviews/review.php?id=8826
http://artmurmurs.wix.com/wgtn#!Knitting-While-Sleeping/http://artmurmurs.wix.com/wgtn%23!Knitting-While-Sleeping/c16ee/56cf94550cf2f9aefdc46f79%201/c16ee/56cf94550cf2f9aefdc46f79%201/
http://www.wellingtonreviews.co.nz/2016/02/knitting-while-sleeping.html
http://www.thebuzzfromsydney.com/theatre/revolt-she-said-revolt-again-by-alice-birch-old-505-theatre/


‘I recommend everyone see this production at the Old 505. It may not all make complete sense, perhaps that is the 
point. See this for your self – and I challenge any audience member to not walk away feeling intrigued, horrified, 
impacted – and thrilled by such alive and electric theatre.’   

Theatre Now M. Osbourne,  

‘Alice Birch’s Revolt She Said. Revolt Again. is a gutsy, full-throttled play that drives home a message of rebellion 
and revolution without any brakes.’ 

‘House of Sand’s production of this work is a call to arms and a demand for the ‘other’ to be heard. It explores the 
lust for radicalism that inherent frustration evokes, whilst forcing the audience to consider what happens when 
there is passion for change but no strategy. Director Charles Sanders overwhelms us quite deliberately and 
unapologetically with strong symbolism and a truly sensorial experience as we are lurched into each act of the play. 
Sanders’ intellect and deep consideration of the themes in this play are potent, and this is so important as such a 
bold work has potential to leave an audience disorientated and frustrated.’ 

 ‘Stephanie Howe’s design is simple and effective – she has mastered the space with simple choices that both close 
and open it up in accordance with how involved the audience should feel. Layers of the set design are literally 
stripped back until there is nothing to hide behind and the fourth wall is broken entirely. The lighting design 
(Sophie Pekbelimli) complements Howe’s work beautifully and offers the intensity demanded by the script as it 
punches on with little delay between acts. Danielle O’Keefe’s sound design is superb and does much in the way of 
guiding us through the work with pulsing transitions and soundscapes that underlay scenes; bringing an intensity no 
other design element can.’ 

 
‘The intensity and irreverance of the production is supported by a powerhouse cast and Sanders has made the 
choice to subvert roles that traditional read as masculine by having a majority female cast. Violette Ayad, Anna 
Cheney, Enya Daly, Richard Hilliar, Moreblessing Maturure and Eliza Sanders all contribute to an outstanding 
performance and there is a strong sense of ensemble at work.’ 

‘Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again... It is call for action with consideration and it should be seen and heard, now.’ 

REVIEWS 
Fear of Eggs – BATS Theatre, Wellington 
March 2018 
DANZ Anna Bate 
‘The still image moves. It is a brilliant performance. This kid is totally in it, dancing in a ballet-esque way, with 
exceptional deviations from the form. The live performers hover near the back and in hushed tones spill what may 
be past childhood memories. ‘ 

‘Such scenes include a full ensemble, breathy, expressive, low level, bouncy, rhythmic hustle. This enlivens a state 
of being continually on the cusp of something new. It reminds me of a zone I often see children in; almost ‘there’ 
without yet knowing where there is. In another act, a solo of associative word and movement is performed by 
Christina Guieb with exceptional sophistication.’ 

‘There were many brilliant individual and collective moments; the willingness of the performers to access, explore 
and play with un-nameable physical states startles me.’ 

‘There is sophistication in the thinking that underlies the creation of Fear of Eggs. As they embrace their childhood 
histories, the ‘adult-self’ is always fully present. To be adult, in relation to past-child-selves, creates an opening 
that is intriguing and satisfying to watch.’ 

TheatreView Tim and James Stevenson 

‘Anyone with an interest in modern dance should hustle on down to BATS theatre to catch this production. It's 
articulate, polished, thoughtful, often beautiful and always intriguing; challenging the imagination while pleasing 
the eye. 

‘Co-director / dramaturge Charles Sanders' notes tell us that Fear of Eggs explores the joy and nostalgia of looking 
back at childhood and examining how it shapes bodies and minds. This is a broad brief which the production feels 
free to interpret loosely. The dancers give us a series of sustained images which suggest aspects of human 
relationships: friendship, childhood, family, sexuality, nostalgia, the limitations of communication. These images, 
or passages, are linked together in a loose narrative arc which gives the show a nice sense of shape and purpose.’ 

‘There are also moments when there's so much going on that the audience doesn't know which part of the stage to 
watch – maybe a deliberate metaphor for how we perceive reality? ‘  

‘One of the show's outstanding passages is a long, sensual, Laocoönian duet which twines across the stage like a 
pair of loving snakes.’ 

‘Fear of Eggs has a strong company who overall demonstrate a high level of commitment and skill. They are often 
required to act out extremes of emotion as well as dance; the results achieved are a credit to the individual 
dancers and their choreographer, Eliza Sanders.’ 

http://www.onthetown.net.au/theatre-now-review-revolt-she-said-revolt-again/
https://danz.org.nz/fear+of+eggs+review
https://www.theatreview.org.nz/reviews/review.php?id=10981


REVIEWS 
Castles – Holden Street, Adelaide Fringe  
Feb-March 2018 
Scenestr.  ★★★★★ James Murphy 

‘A writhing Eliza, naked from the torso upwards, greets the audience as they enter the theatre. A few minutes of 
awkward silence is ultimately broken by song; a vocal tone as pure as a soloist in a church choir. It is a show of such 
rapid shifts and transformations. ‘ 

‘Eliza’s words, and her dance, often contain elements of improvisation; a perpetual probing for new possibilities in 
a frantic search for safe harbour…You are left pondering the question of whether it is only through the love of 
others that we can find the home we are seeking, or whether it can be reached simply through the love of self?’ 

‘This is not a piece that offers easy answers or even a singularly clear narrative or resolution. Like the performer on 
stage, the audience must piece together their own truth, which is a process that can be ultimately more powerful 
than any other.’ 

The Barefoot Review ★★★★ Samela Harris 

‘Performance art, physical theatre, dance, mime, and voice. Eliza Sanders is all these things in a sphere of her own 
invention.’ 

‘She is entwining arms and legs, forcing her body into challenging contortions, her limbs seeming to be arguing with 
each other. It is a strange, fluid tussle.’ 

After a while, just as one is wondering where this is going, the most ethereal sounds emerge from the writhing 
form. A beautiful voice, strong and pure, sings forth. And the body writhes on. 

‘This is immensely effective, albeit mysterious to begin with.’ 

‘Sanders, directed by her renowned brother Charles, takes her audience upon a wild voyage of sound and 
movement. She is uncompromisingly lithe.’ 

‘Sanders’ movements always are skilled in the nature of one highly trained in dance, mime, maybe a bit of 
LeCoq….Her energy is daunting and a bright and sweet face lives atop her gamin body.’ 

It is quite the surprise and it really should be seen. 

The Clothesline ★★★★ Clayton Werner 

‘Eliza Sanders is simply brilliant in terms of dance, word, expression and performance.’ 

The Advertiser ★★★★Peter Burdon, 

‘It is an uncompromising work, at times a full-on sensory assault, with a stream of consciousness spoken narrative — 
a striking contrast to the tightly wrought choreography and very impressive execution.’ 

‘Weird and wonderful…’ 

REVIEWS 
Pedal & Castles - Old 505 Theatre 
Sept 2016 
Suzy Goes See and Auditorium Mag (UK) 

‘Pedal and Castles are a pairing of individual pieces that demonstrate the genius talent of Eliza Sanders, whose 
boundless exploration into performance and theatre creation deliver experiences that are full of joy, surprise and 
wonder…Her multi-disciplinary skills are showcased perfectly in both works, along with the most inventive 
approach to writing and choreography for a style of show that is striking for its effortless originality and distinctive 
sense of beauty.’ 

‘In tandem with brother Charles Sanders’ direction, the siblings’ ability to move us, to cease our attention and 
connect with our emotions, without the use of anything remotely formulaic or conventional, is evidence that a 
purity of intention and an instinctive acuity are at play here.’ 

‘Eliza Sanders’ physical presence is that of a dancer’s, all discipline and agility, but her personality refuses to be 
subservient, the combination of which results in a powerful state of being that puts on stage, the very vibrancy of 
life itself. ‘ 

http://scenestr.com.au/arts/castles-review-adelaide-fringe-2018-20180306
http://www.thebarefootreview.com.au/menu/theatre/119-2014-adelaide-reviews/1666-castles.html
http://theclothesline.com.au/castles-house-of-sand-adelaide-fringe-review/
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/entertainment/adelaide-fringe/other-events/adelaide-fringe-review-2018-castles/news-story/ccc8d606d4e3211fbb82fad0342eaf7d
https://suzygoessee.com/2016/09/24/review-pedal-castles-house-of-sand/
http://www.auditoriummag.co.uk/archive/tag/sydfringe


‘Eliza and Charles Sanders are important artists who give us an alternate view of the world. Knowledge and 
experience are limitless, and in art, we can find catalysts to help us grow… we are shown the way to emancipation, 
and we must take every step that leads us there.’ 

Broadway World Brodie Paparella 

‘Pushing the boundaries of the performance art from is no easy task, and neither is adapting the quick-fire 
connective nature of the brain for the stage, and yet in House of Sands' Castles, Eliza Sanders accomplishes both, 
and more.’  

‘Electric, alliterative and sensual.’  

‘Castles is replete with humour, intelligence, contemporary themes, sex appeal and genuine human talent. It has 
the makings of a sell-out where Australian audiences can clue in past their ego of interpretation, or their instinct 
for basic entertainment, and seek true, unbridled experience.’ 

Theatreview Jillian Davey 

 ‘House of Sand's “Castles” is squarely and confidently placed at the far end of a spectrum, but a spectrum all its 
own.’ 

… 45 minutes of weird and wonderful; an exorcism of randomness, a onewoman schizophrenic romp. It is also 
hilarious (underlined for emphasis) with points of poignancy that give you little moments of “the feels”.’ 

‘We don't know what “it” is, but it sure is fun to watch her look for it.’ 

Theatreview Chris Janides 

‘Eliza Sanders is the virtuoso maestro of performance versatility. She is a fun maker of work with no holds barred. ‘ 

‘This is for us, but it is of her. It is the artful histrionics of solo display. It is a platform for a big talent, a boundless 
imagination and an energy of force and confidence.’ 

‘She will genre defy.’  

DANZ Leah Maclean 

‘There is so much happening that it’s overwhelming and assaulting.’ 

‘In a beautiful slice of choreography’ 

 ‘Pedal proves that Eliza is a triple threat with her soothing vocals, comedic acting and her lithe movements, so in 
tune with herself and her body. One can’t but help feel a curiosity for what kind of beautiful disaster she has next.’ 

REVIEWS 
Welcome The Bright World in association with STCSA – The Queens Theatre 
September-October 2018 
Thebarefootreview Samela Harris 

‘From time to time the term “tour de force” leaps forth in the theatre. And, here it comes again to describe 
Terrence Crawford’s performance in the revival of Stephen Sewell’s 1980s play, Welcome the Bright World.’ 

For all the fine work surrounding this production, it is Crawford’s triumph in a role he is re-inhabiting after a NIDA 
student production some 35 years ago. 

‘… the play’s the thing and Sanders has embraced the great white cavern of Queens with a brilliant spectacle of 
production effects.  Black and white projections bring heavy rain to great high windows accompanied by a clever 
omnipresence of rainy sound. It feels soothing, moody and strangely prescient. Indeed, Mario Spate’s overall 
soundscape for this production is nothing less than stellar.’ 

‘… it brings towering performances in a very snazzy, professional production from the talented Charles Sanders and 
his House of Sand team. ‘ 

The Australian Murray Bramwell  

‘Welcome the Bright World and welcome back Stephen Sewell. His turbulent, engrossing, digressive, disputative 
drama has been greatly missed.’ 

‘It is 36 years since Nimrod first staged its Welcome and, while other Sewell works, with their glorious unfurling 
titles, have occasionally resurfaced, this play, set in Germany in the early 1980s, has not. Until now, when (under 
the umbrella of State Theatre Company) House of Sand and director Charles Sanders have produced this 
accomplished and commanding revival.’ 

 ‘Mario Spate has assembled an evocative sound design of oscillations, pulses, subliminal Kraftwerk-ish noodlings 
and other aural punctuations.’ 

http://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwdance/article/BWW-Review-CASTLES-Penetrates-as-Synaptic-Synonymic-Sensation-Phantasm-at-Old-505-Theatre-20160926
http://www.theatreview.org.nz/reviews/review.php?id=8826
http://www.theatreview.org.nz/reviews/review.php?id=9248
http://danz.org.nz/DANZ%252BMagazine%252BReviews/House+of+Sand+Pedal+Castles+Review


‘Sewell demands this theatrical magnitude because the stakes are high. His plays bravely reach beyond their grasp, 
ungoverned by defensive ironies and cynicism. They also challenge and invigorate audiences, reminding us that 
bright worlds can still exist.’ 

The Conversation - Lisa Harper Campbell 

‘an ambitious production of Stephen Sewell’s work, Welcome the Bright World.’  

‘Owen McCarthy’s lighting design offers clear points of focus and seamless transitions.’  

‘Director Charles Sanders along with House of Sand are to be commended for not only bringing this work to life in a 
vibrant space through the work of a committed cast and creative team but also for inviting Adelaide audiences to 
engage with a thought-provoking piece questioning fundamental truths about ourselves and our world.’ 

In Daily George Elliot 

The Queen’s Theatre, with its rustic charm and historic ambience, is an excellent venue for Welcome the Bright 
World, which is set in 1980s Berlin with locations shifting from a home to a uni research room and revolutionary 
student digs. 

Director Charles Sanders kicks off Australian playwright Stephen Sewell’s play at a blistering pace, with bleak black 
and white projections on the rough white brick walls, an actor visible in an upstage window and Terence Crawford 
centre-stage experiencing a meltdown. 

Welcome the Bright World has relevance for today with its questioning of how much the state should know about 
its citizens and how much power it should have over them. This is particularly so with China’s recently revealed 
plans to gain information on all citizens that will enable it to monitor their “social behaviour”. 

The text, performances and staging of this production make it well worth a look as a contribution to the discussion 
about what kind of society we want to live in. 
 
The Theatre Guide Doug Phillips 
 
Charles Sanders has achieved a high standard of direction, backed in by impeccable performances from each actor. 
There are no weak links in this cast. Plus a team of staging experts who have left nothing half-done. The production 
team behind this show are at the top of their game.’ 
 
‘The set, lighting, and effects were all magnificent. If the Queen’s Theatre hasn’t held a special place in your heart 
before now, it just might after seeing this show. The set design and construction, perfectly embedded into this 
fantastic old structure, are seamless, impressive, and distinctly original.’ 
 
‘Sewell’s subject matter is unnerving and completely captivating.’ 
 
‘No single performance stood out above the rest. Each was powerful, precise, and complete. Well cast, the talent 
and commitment of each performer is admirable.’ 

‘“Welcome The Bright World” is one of the best productions to play Adelaide this year.’ 

Glam Adelaide CJ McLean 

‘… there is no doubting the style and sophistication of this production.’  

‘Charles Sanders presents as a shrewd director and artist, picking up on material that can make an audience stir 
uncomfortably in their seat and delighting in the theatricality of the play.’ 

 ‘Karla Urizar’s design is excellent, enveloping the natural features of the Queens’ Theatre to conjure up a dingy 
underground warehouse feel.’‘  

‘Welcome the Bright World makes great use of its time and space. This is a show with its talent proudly on display, 
and indicates an impendingly bright future for House of Sand and its creatives. ‘ 

Witnessperformance.com Ben Brooker 

‘As good a production of this play as you could want to see’  

http://www.theatreguide.com.au/current_site/aboutatg/reviewers.php#doug
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TUTTI ARTS INC. Current/ongoing
Freelance Video Producer, Shooter, Editor Various Projects

'DRY' -  a play by Catherine Fitzgerald         July 2018
Shot & edited video documentation of her project 

SCREENTIME AUSTRALIA April 2018
Story Producer “RBT” Adelaide

NETWORK 7 March-April 2018
Shooter Producer “House Rules” S6

WARNER BROS AUSTRALIA June-July 2017
Casting Producer “First Dates” S3

NETWORK 7 Nov 2016 – April 2017
Story Producer “House Rules” S5

NETWORK 7 Jan – Oct 2016
Story Producer “Aussie Property Flippers” S1

NETWORK 9 Oct-Dec 2015
Shooting AP “Married At First Sight” S2

NETWORK 7 March-Aug 2015 
Shooting AP “House Rules” S4

NETWORK 7 Sep 2014-March 2015 
Casting Producer “House Rules” S4

NETWORK 7 Aug-Sep 2014
Field AP Comedy Hypnotist Pilot

NETWORK 7 June-Aug 2014 
Casting AP “House Rules” S3

NETWORK 7 March-May 2014 
Casting AP “My Kitchen Rules” S6

SOUTHERN STAR Oct-Dec 2013 
Talent Producer  “When Love Comes To Town” S1

MAVERICK TV (UK) June-July 2013 
Field AP/Fixer “Wright Around the World” 

RAISE THE ROOF PRODUCTIONS (UK) Jan–March 2013 
Field AP        “Phil Spencer Secret Agent Down Under” 

GRANADA MEDIA AUSTRALIA Oct 2012-Jan 2013 
Post AP “Come Dine With Me” 

GRANADA MEDIA AUSTRALIA July-Oct 2012 
Post AP “Come Date With Me” 

SHINE AUSTRALIA Jan –July 2012 
House AP “Masterchef” S4 

GRANADA MEDIA AUSTRALIA Nov-Dec 2011 
Post AP “Please Marry My Boy” 
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SOUTHERN STAR August-October ‘11 
Post Production Coordinator/Post AP “Beauty & The Geek” 

SHINE AUSTRALIA April–August ‘11 
House AP  “Australia’s Next Top Model” 

NETWORK 7 Sep ‘10- April ‘11 
Production & Post Production Coordinator “Conviction Kitchen” 

FILMS/EDITING

“SOFT FRUIT” August 1998 
Assistant Film Editor Feature Film 

“A CHANGE OF HEART” May-July 1998 
Assistant Film Editor Feature Film 

“TONGUE TIED” (Third Prize Tropfest Short Film Festival) February 1998 
Editor Short Film 

“SEARCH FOR TREASURE ISLAND” Jan–Apr 1998 
Assistant Film Editor (Grundy Television) TV Series 

“FUNHOUSE” October 1997 
Editor Music Video 

“DOOM RUNNERS” June-Aug 1997 
Assistant Film Editor Tele Feature 

“WANTED” Feb–April 1997 
Assistant Film Editor Feature Film 

“PAWS” Oct–Dec 1996 
Assistant Film Editor Feature Film 

“SEX LIFE” Sep–Oct 1996 
Assistant Film Editor (Beyond TV/Network Ten)  TV Series 

“DATING THE ENEMY” Oct–Dec 1995 
Assistant Film Editor Feature Film 


